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Abstract. Computer-based instruction, online or offline, which we will be referring at as e-
instruction, provides for the development of new flexible pedagogical frameworks that will offer
opportunities for open worldwide lifelong instruction. Weclaim that these are to be stored in in-
structional digital libraries in order to be accessible to anyone, anytime, anywhere. While many
advances have been made in the creation of digital libraries, there is considerable room both for
improving how learning objects are accessed/re-used by educators and learners, and for enhanced
support for instruction design and for implementation of sound instructional systems.

We present here our ongoing work that aims to build a core instructional design digital library
for reflective, learner-centered, e-instruction and to make it available to its potential users. Firstly,
we describe our model for e-instruction design and its support tool. We present further on a con-
struction scheme for storing this evolving model into a digital library, using the services provided
by an open digital library service system, OpenDLib, which has been built at ISTI–CNR Pisa, Italy.
We have chosen OpenDLib as a “constructor” for our digital library because it has a powerful doc-
ument model, it is open, dinamically expandable, and open source. Finally, our research plan that
approaches instructional design that facilitates reflective, learner-centered, e-instruction is shown.

Key words: e-instruction model, reflective e-instruction, instructional design, digital library service
system, open instructional design digital library.

1. Introduction

Education seems to be one of the most vibrant domains of social activity during the last
decades worldwide. There is an impressive fan of endeavors, projects, ideas and solutions
to organize education, having in one extreme a strict Skinnerian conditioning and in the
other a society without an institutionalized education. Furthermore, traditional university
world with both academics and students enjoying the intellectual challenge of mastery
of knowledge is not a reality anymore. The pressure of the quickly changing world has
significantly modified this paradigm. Nowadays students juggle their university life by
doing parallel studies of different subjects, by working in order to sustain financially
their studies, or by performing other activities. Therefore, educators have to devise new
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attractive ways for reflective teaching and learning in order to keep their students close to
the knowledge world, the only known way to a sound personal evolution.

Impressive development of information and communication technology makes it pos-
sible to establish new flexible frameworks for teaching and learning. Computer-based
instruction, online or offline, which emergesas an increasingly significant part of the ed-
ucational process (whether it is self-made or within a virtual classroom), provides for the
implementation of these new frameworks and therefore for the construction of (virtual)
educational systems organically integrated into global social systems within Information
Society (Vladoiu, 2001a). Main education goal in this new e-context becomes to obtain
the ability to acquire and make proper use of knowledge in the real world, in order to
improve one’s life.

These novel pedagogical paradigms and methods will have to be stored in various
educational digital archives, together withmany other instructional components (Eshle-
mann, 2000; Vladoiu, 2001a):

• prerequisites for educational applications; • support tools;
• syllabi; • modules for dynamic courseware’s generation

(according to learner needs and suitable pedago-
gical models);

• e-courseware (various educational applications:
lecture, laboratory, assessment etc.);

• user’s profile and history; • e-instruction standards;
• virtual reality modules; • learning management systems.

Such an archive can be seen as a dedicated instructional Digital Library (DL), which
can be integrated in digital libraries thatare more general. Consequently, it becomes
available to anyone, anywhere, anytime, and with significant cost-savings. We consider
that only an instructional digital library can provide for the availability and re-use of the
instructional components to all interested instructional agents (human, software). In this
paper, we introduce our development solution for the construction of a core instructional
design digital library and for make it available to its possible users. The embedded model
facilitates reflective learner-centered e-instruction.

We present firstly our model for instructional design of e-instruction, its support tool,
and a construction scheme for storing this (evolving) model into a core instructional digi-
tal library, called OpenELib. We do that by using the services provided by an open digital
library service system, named OpenDLib, which has been built at ISTI–CNR Pisa, Italy.
We have chosen OpenDLib as a “constructor”for our instructional DL because it is open
source, dynamically expandable with respect to content/services/usage, and because it
has a powerful module for document representation.

Secondly, we introduce our research plan that approaches Instructional Design (ID)
for reflective learner-centered (e-)instruction (we used brackets around “e-” to point out
that we think some of the devised methods for ID for reflective learning, will work both
for traditional teaching and learning process and for e-instruction; though, for clarity
reasons will drop out on those further on). As main research objective, we have estab-
lished the enhancement of the proposed ID model to incorporate practical ways to design
e-instruction that facilitates reflective/transformational/critical learning by using appro-
priate combinations of behaviorist, cognitivist and constructivist elements, within col-
laborative frameworks. These ways could range from open engagement paradigms for
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e-lectures, e-learning sets/action e-learning activities, project/case-based e-learning, im-
mersive complex e-instruction simulations, to engaged e-supervision and e-mentoring.

This work is to be done in three main stages:
1. Embedment of the proposed e-instruction model and of its support tools within a

core instructional digital library built using the OpenDLib system.

2. Enhancement of the proposed model with instructional elements and methods that
facilitate reflective e-instruction. This is to be done gradually as it is shown below:

• addition of conceptual elements for reflective instruction – that can be demon-
strated as being viable in real-world instructional experiences;

• devising of practical ways to incorporate these elements in sample e-
instructional applications that are to be tested in various teaching and learning
experiences;

• updating accordingly of the support tools and of the core instructional design
digital library.

3. Disseminating constantly of the partial/final results through specific means.

We believe that this project has the potential to promote innovative contributions in
the following directions summarized below:
⇒ providing instructional designers and educators with a valuable model for design

of reflective e-instruction, with a methodology for its implementation (along with
sample educational applications), and with its correspondent support tool. These
will be stored in an open instructional design digital library available to anyone,
anywhere, anytime, with significant cost savings;

⇒ proving that a digital library service system can enable different user communities
to create and use their own digital libraries;

⇒ being a starting point for construction of a complete open instructional digital li-
brary that contains both instructional design elements and learning objects to be
used for building sound instructional applications.

The results of the project work will be disseminated continuously in several ways pre-
sented below:

• Permanently developing, in parallel with the development and research activities,
of the project website that will contain all the relevant results and a methodology
for their practical use;

• Posting messages about current work significant progresses in important and active
mailing lists for specialists in domains related to the proposal theme (as dbworld);

• Publishing research papers and presenting demonstrations to/in various scientific
conferences and journals;

• Organization of workshops meant to familiarize specialists from education/acade-
mia with the model, its supporting tools and the use of the core instructional digital
library.

This is ongoing work and currently we are developing the architecture of the core
instructional design digital library and are dealing with the problem of representing all
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the documents that the support tool uses, according to the document model of the digital
library constructor.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a brief overview of the content and
capabilities of the instructional digital libraries available on the web (as a motivation for
building another one!), Section 3 presents the ID model for e-instruction that we propose
and the support tool (called DIP) that we have implemented accordingly, Section 4 shortly
introduces OpenDLib, Section 5 describes how we can build the core instructional design
DL by connecting the support tool DIP to OpenDLib, and Section 6 presents the possible
enhancements for reflective learning. Finally, the last section lists some conclusions.

2. Critical Overview of Instructional Digital Libraries Available on the Web

Digital libraries that store learning objects have become appealing tools in the creation of
various educational applications. Though, the instructional DLs that can be found on the
web do not succesfully provide support for recombining and embedding discovered learn-
ing objects within new instruction paradigms and curricula. While significant progress
has been made in the construction of DLs, there is still a lot to do for improving how
learning objects are accessed/re-used and for enhancing support for design of instruc-
tion and for implementation of sound instructional systems (built according with viable
instruction theories and best practice).

We have performed an extended investigation that concerns instructional digital li-
braries available on the web (presented in more detail elsewhere – Vladoiu, 2003a). Dur-
ing that we have found out that there are two classes of accessible instructional digital
libraries: large initiatives that are continuously developing broad archives for many areas
of arts, and sciences (including technical), and small particular DLs built as a support for
specific purposes. From the former category we mention:

• SMETE that “opens up the worlds of science, mathematics, engineering and technology
education to teachers and students anytime, anyplace” (SMETE,2003);

• GEM which provides for “quick and easy access to thousands of educational resources found
on various federal, state, university, non-profit, and commercial Internet sites” (GEM, 2003);

• MERLOT which is “a free, open resource designed primarily for higher education” (MER-
LOT, 2003);

• NEEDS that is a digital library of learning objects for engineering instruction (NEEDS,
2003);

• ERIC “that contains more than one million bibliographic records of journal articles, research
reports, curriculum and teaching guides, conference papers, and books” (ERIC, 2003).

The later category contains many subject-oriented digital libraries as: Education In-
structional Library – American Society for Microbiology, Pathology Education Instruc-
tional Resource, Teaching American History in Louisiana, Mathematical Sciences Digital
Library – Mathematical Association of America, BIOME – a searchable catalogue of re-
sources for health and life sciences etc.

Both kinds of DLs offer access (browse/search) to large collections of digital (hy-
permedia) documents (viewed as learningresources), but they provide little support for
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instructional design and for development of instructional systems. Thus, very few of them
provide some links to sample curricula or to scientific papers about particular instruction
issues.

The most prominent effort is ARIADNE (Alliance of Remote Instructional Authoring
and Distribution Networks for Europe), a European suite of projects, which fashioned
tools and methodologies for producing, managing and reusing computer-based pedagog-
ical elements and telematics supported training curricula. This project had constructed
a knowledge pool of instructional resources (learning objects, curricula etc.). Unfortu-
nately, despite the fact that the project had built a valuable set of methodologies and sup-
port tools for all the actors involved in instruction, its results have not been used to their
best potential and, consequently, the knowledge pool is rather poor. Simple searches for
keywords like “memory”, “cache”, “round robin” for Operating Systems sub-domain, or
“sort”, “search”, or “complexity” against Algorithmics sub-domain, had failed in found-
ing any learning objects.

3. A Model for Design of the e-Instructional Process and a Support Tool

Knowledge is a fabric of relations in which one individual is fundamentally entwined
with all others in a collective communication. Models help us to better understand and
make sense of this knowledge. This is due to providing of means for comprehension of an,
otherwise, incomprehensible problem. The traditional paradigm for instruction cannot be
just shifted to the e-environment. Impressive development of information and communi-
cation technology makes it possible to establish new frameworks for teaching and learn-
ing. These new educational paradigms have to offer to learners opportunities for open
worldwide lifelong instruction, to deal with various individualized quickly-changing (vir-
tual) instructional environments, to provide access to various multiple sources of knowl-
edge, and to improve the abilities of learners for self-initiated and reflective learning.
An instructional design model gives structure and meaning to an instructional problem,
enabling the would-be designer to negotiate her/his design task with a semblance of con-
scious understanding (Eshlemann, 2000). Models help us, in this case also, to visualize
the problem, to break it down into discrete, manageable units.

Instructional design is the first step for building of complete instructional systems. Its
outcome is an outline of the desired educational application, which can be directly imple-
mented into a complete instructional package. This “blueprint” can consist of the named
Educational Application (EdApp), lists of content resources, assumptions that limit the
range/scope of the EdApp, knowledge and skills to be taught, the set of pinpointed be-
haviors necessary and relevant to the knowledge and skills to be taught, and the set of
named units and modules, with each module containing a set of one or more behavioral
objectives, each objective tagged and classified by learning category (Eshlemann, 2000).

We present here our proposed design model for the instructional process in an e-
environment. This model is extended and prescriptive. The extension concerns the part
related to the e-instruction issues. It consists of the following stages: establishment of
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Fig. 1. Design of e-instruction.

pre-requisites, syllabus development, definition of instruction objectives, analysis of in-
struction variables, design of didactic strategy, and, finally, evaluation of the instructional
process. It has been presented in more detail elsewhere (Vladoiu, 2003a). Here we intro-
duce it briefly in the Fig. 1.

In order to support our model we have developed a software support tool, called DIP
(Design of Instructional Process). This tool offers support to the instructional designers
and educators. It provides for the settling of pre-requisites, definition of the behavior
objectives that correspond to a given syllabus, analysis of the factors that influence the
e-instruction process, design of an appropriate didactic strategy, and, finally, for eval-
uation of the characteristics/results of this process. Some capabilities of this integrated
tool can provide (semi-) automated support forsome parts of the traditional instructional
process. The software package that implements DIP in Java 2 (from SUN), under Bor-
land’s JBuilder5, is quite simple and small sized (around 10000 source code lines). The
graphical interface is simple and suggestive as it can be seen from Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. DIP – a sample screen.
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4. OpenDLib, a European Digital Library Service System

OpenDLib is a Digital Library Service System (DLSS), which has been built at the DLib
Center of ISTI–CNR from Pisa, Italy. Using this DLSS, a DL can be created by configur-
ing and instantiating the system and either loading or gathering in the relevant digital doc-
ument collection(s). OpenDLib is an open,distributed and dynamically expandable DLSS
with respect to content, services and usage. OpenDLib provides a set of basic DL capa-
bilities: acquisition, storage and preservation, search, browse and retrieval, selection and
dissemination of documents, authorization and authentication of the users. Its architecture
is that of a federation of interoperating services, which can be distributed/replicated on
different servers. This set of services canbe extended dynamically to provide additional
functionality (Castelli and Pagano, 2002). The services support a powerful document
model, called Document Model for Digital Library (DoMDL) (Castelliet al., 2002b),
able to represent structured, multilingual and multimedia documents. DoMDL can be
customized according to the structure of thedigital content to be handled. Moreover, it
permits the co-existence of multiple metadata records in different formats. All OpenDLib
services are designed to support this flexible document model and its capabilities.

The OpenDLib system has been built as an open and networked federation of ser-
vices. These services cooperate in order to implement OpenDLib functionality. This co-
operation is more complex than a simple client-server application. A service can act both
as a provider and as a consumer, and sharing relationships can exist beforehand among
any subset of the services. Services, in fact, may be combined to support different func-
tionality, and the same services may be used in different ways, depending on the restric-
tions and goal of sharing (Castelli and Pagano, 2003).

A digital libray system which runs OpenDLib usually includes multiple instances of
the same service type that are hosted on remote servers of different organizations. Each
service may require functionality from other services in order to solve its task. There are
three classes of OpenDLib services. The first two, which have been called architectural
infrastructure and basic utility services, implement the core functionality that is needed
to support the third class of services, the application services. First release of OpenDLib
supports a number of application services that implement the functionality of a conven-
tional digital library (see below). Given the expandability of OpenDLib this set of ser-
vices can be enhanced by adding more advancedservices or services that serve the need
of specific communities. All OpenDLib services of the first release are configurable. This
provides a great flexibility that permits the use of the system for a variety of different DL
application frameworks (Castelli and Pagano, 2003).

The application services implemented by thecurrent OpenDLib release are as follows:
• Repository Service– which stores and disseminates documents that conform to

DoMDL;

• Multimedia Storage Service– that supports the storage, the (real-time) streaming
and the download delivery of the stored video manifestations of a document. Fur-
thermore, it supports their dissemination either as whole documents or as aggrega-
tions of scenes, shots and frames;
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• Library Management Servicesupports the submission, withdrawal, and replace-
ment of documents. It is configurable with respect to the metadata formats. Each
of its instances can manage multiple metadata formats, helping the users to compile
and submit them to the Repository;

• Index Serviceaccepts queries and returns the documents that match those queries.
The Index Service is parametric with respect to the metadata formats, to the set of
indexed fields, to the set of result formats and to the language of the terms;

• Query Mediator Servicewhich dispatches queries to appropriate Index Service in-
stances;

• Browse Servicethat supports the construction of indexes for browsing and the ac-
tual browsing of these indexes on library contents. It is parametric with respect to
the metadata formats, to the set of browsable fields, and to the set of formats for
result sets;

• User Interface Serviceis a service, which mediates human interaction with the
application services and their protocols.Each of the above services can be central-
ized, distributed or replicated. The configuration of the architecture, namely, which
are the replicated services, how many are replicated, where they are hosted, etc,
is decided when the DL is installed but can also be modified over the DL life-
time. The selection of the best architectural configuration is driven by contextual
requirements, such as scalability, availability, privacy etc.

5. Embedment of the e-Instruction Model within a Core Instructional DL

The software tool that support the proposed ID model, which has been presented in a
previous section, manipulates various kind of hypermedia documents that are involved in
the design of the e-instructional process. These are listed below:

• documents that specify the pre-requsistes of the educational application to be built;

• files that contain the syllabi and the instructional materials;

• documents that include the operational objectives;

• file that contains the blueprint for the EdApp development;

• assessment files that help in the evaluation of e-instruction results and of the e-
instruction process itself;

• teaching tips files and so on.

In order to manipulate these files, we have thought that the best solution is the con-
struction of an instructional design digital library (called OpenELib), using the services
of the OpenDLib system. We have chosen OpenDLib as the builder of our ID digital
library because it is open, expandable on-the-fly, open source and because it has a pow-
erful document model, DoMDL, which is customizable and allows the use of multiple
metadata formats. The easyness of adding new modules, in a plug-and-play manner is
an important plus, in our view, given the challenging real-world situations the OpenELib
digital library is supposed to deal with.
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Fig. 3. Interaction OpenELib–OpenDLib.

This core instructional design digital library is meant to contain both the documents
involved in the usage of the support tool and also DIP support tool itself, in order to make
them available to their potential users. The documents manipulated by DIP are stored
according to DoMDL. In Fig. 3 it is shown theOpenELib–OpenDLib interaction scheme
that we have developed.

This development solution aims also to establish synergies with the ARIADNE sys-
tem and to keep, if that can be done, the development work compatible, during the whole
project life, with ARIADNE’s achievements (e.g., Ariadne Curriculum Description For-
mat, Ariadne’s work in educational metadata). Thus, the project work can lead to the first
open genuine instructional design digital library for reflective e-instruction worldwide,
and can be the first step to the construction of a complete and consistent (European) open
instructional digital library.

6. Enhancement of the Proposed ID Model to Provide for Reflective e-Instruction

The dominant issue in education nowadays is not access to more information. In fact,
making sense of the huge quantity of materialthey are exposed to is a serious challenge
for today learners. This, it is impossible to meaningfully digest and appropriate all the rel-
evant information in even narrowest subject areas. Learning people waste huge amounts
of time attempting to commit to memory concepts, facts, and procedures. Such memo-
rization does not have a great impact on behavior and categorically does not translate into
learned skills (Schank, 2002). In addition, many times, the expertise is unconscious and
it has been obtained in years of practice and experience.

Under reflection perspective, the desired result of education becomes the construction
of coherent functional knowledge structures adaptable to further lifelong learning. Re-
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flection can be seen both as a process by which an experience (thought, feeling, action) is
brought into consideration (in- and following-action) and as a way to create meaning and
conceptualization from that experience and to look back at it from another perspective
(critical reflection), independently or in a social context. Learning contexts in almost all
education forms are social constructs. Knowledge therefore is socially constructed. Es-
sentially, the context of learning and what the learner perceives, consciously or not, as
the ability to think, feel and act in any situation is crucial to the means by which that per-
son becomes a reflective (transformational) learner (Brockbank and McGill, 1998; Light
and Cox, 2001). Transformational or critical learning requires conditions that enable the
learner to reflect upon her/his learning, not only by oneself but also along with others.

In the current stage of our OpenELib project, the foreseen research and development
activities we intend to pursue are as follows:

� Adding progressively the conceptual elements for reflective instruction that can
be viable in real-world instructional experiences by using appropriate combina-
tions of behaviorist, cognitivist and constructivist elements, within collaborative
frameworks. The resulted e-instruction applications can vary from open engag-
ing e-lectures, e-learning group activities, project/case-based e-learning, immersive
complex e-simulations, to engaged e-supervision and e-mentoring.

� Devising practical strategies and methods for adequate incorporation of valid re-
flective opportunities to e-instruction, and of the correspondent methodology;

� Building some sample e-instructional applications according to the model, store
them into the core instructional digital library, and testing them as such within real
e-instructional experiences;

� Updating OpenELib and the support tool according with the evolution of the con-
ceptual model.

7. Conclusions

Our world – more precisely, our mental representation of the world – is continually be-
coming increasingly complex. New knowledge is added every day to the overall body
of existing knowledge. We may say that knowledge is the new global asset – so people
have to be constantly learning, devising innovative solutions to changing circumstances,
staying informed and responsive. New developments in using information and commu-
nication technologies for education will probably have as much impact on this new mil-
lennium as the invention of Gutenberg’s movable type press has had for the centuries
that followed it. Not only communications will change in this “new age”, but also our
perceptual reaction to the world in which we live, our construct of reality, and the nature
of knowledge. Education is emerging as the leader in the new order, but this does not
necessarily mean traditional schools.

Given the socially constructed nature of knowledge and the fact that meaning is cre-
ated in relation with others, reflection and creation of meaning are inevitably a social
process. We create the conditions for critical reflective meaningful learning through re-
flective dialogue with others. Therefore, in order to have the learners (being they students
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or lifelong learners) managing the our present challenges, the only long-term solution
seems to be the construction of educational e-environments in which they will not only
learn, but they will learn to learn and to reflect on their learning process into a social
e-context.

In this paper, we presented a development solution for building a core instructional
design digital library for reflective learner-centered e-instruction and to make it available
to its possible users, as a first step to reflective e-instruction.

In spite of our strong commitment to the need for building useful instructional dig-
ital libraries, we think that models and support tools can only provide valuable help in
manipulating the elements of instructional design. Storing these within digital libraries
will provide for coordination and reuse of instructional design elements (and for other
instructional components as well), both by educators and learners. Nevertheless, instruc-
tional design of reflective e-instruction, evenwith e-support,will still be a very difficult
task that cannot be automated completely. The main reason for this is its creative nature.
Every educator has his/her own way to instruct and educate the learners. Having all the
elements related to instruction stored into digital libraries, we will only have established
the premises to let the educator to focus her/his energy and creativity on the main goal
of education: sculpturing new personalities and guide them on their (future) way through
life.
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Atvirojo teksto skaitmeninės bibliotekos projektavimas – priemonė
reflektyviam elektroniniam mokymui

Mihaela-Monica VLADOIU

Kompiuteriu pagr↪istas mokymas (computer-based instruction), tiek dirbant tiesiogiai prisi-
jungus prie kompiuteri↪u tinklo, tiek netiesiogiai, bṙežia naujas ir paslankias pedagogines ribas,
suteikiaňcias prog↪a pasaulyje paplitusiam, vis↪a gyvenim↪a trunkaňciam mokymuisi ↪igyvendinti.
Visam tam talkina elektroninio mokymo koncepcija, apie kuri↪a bus kalbama toliau.

Straipsnyje↪irodinėjama mokom↪uj ↪u program↪u kaupimo skaitmeniṅese bibliotekose svarba tam,
kad bet kas, bet kuriuo metu ir bet kurioje vietoje galėt ↪u jomis pasinaudoti. Kuriant skait-
menines bibliotekas↪i priek↪i pažengta pakankamai toli, tačiau vis dar nemažai vietos palikta ge-
rinti mokom ↪uj ↪u objekt↪u pritaikomum↪a tiek mokytoj↪u, tiek besimokaňci ↪uj ↪u reikmėms, tobulinti
mokom↪uj ↪u program↪u dizaino kokyb↪e bei taikyti garsines mokom↪asias sistemas.

Straipsnyje pristatomas vykdomas projektas, kuriuo siekiama sukurti mokomosios skait-
meniṅes bibliotekos pagrind↪a, skirt↪a reflektyvioms, besimokančiojo reikmėms pritaikytoms elek-
troninėms mokymo programoms bei padaryti ši↪a bibliotek↪a prieinam↪a visiems potencialiems
vartotojams. Pirmiausia aprašomas savitas elektronini↪u mokymo priemoni↪u kūrimo modelis
bei jo palaikymo priemoṅes. Toliau supažindinama su schema, nusakančia, kaip š↪i plėtojam↪a
model↪i ↪itraukti ↪i skaitmenin↪e bibliotek↪a naudojant atvirojo teksto skaitmeninės bibliotekos sis-
tem↪a „OpenDLib“, kuri ↪a suk̄urė ISTI-CNR Pizoje (Italija). „OpenDLib“ konstrukcija skaitmeninei
bibliotekai kurti pasirinkta toḋel, kad ši sistema turi galing↪a dokumentin↪i model↪i, taip pat yra
atvirojo teksto, dinamiška ir nemokama. Straipsnio pabaigoje pristatomas tyrim↪u planas, skir-
tas mokomajam modeliui, palengvinančiam reflektyv↪u, besimokaňciojo reikmėms pritaikyt↪a elek-
tronin↪i mokym ↪a.


